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Savannah Baby Animals - Baby Items customized with Name
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Perrette Samouiloff

 

 

Looking for a personalized hand-stitched gift for the birth of a little one? Check out these baby animal cross stitch
motifs by Perrette Samouiloff designed to include Baby's name or initials, allowing you to personalize towels and
any item of your choice. 

 

As centering a name and cross stitch motifs is not easy in limited space, attention has been paid to facilitate the
stitcher's preparatory work. The instructions guide you step by step to create your own chart, centering name, then
adding the left and right parts of the motif for perfect positioning.

 

You can work these patterns on “ready-to-stitch” iems found in needlework stores. Alternatively, you can cross
stitch on an aida band, and apply it to a standard towel. In both cases, carefully check the area available for
stitching first, so as not to run out of space. See detailed information below, width depending on number of letters
in name.

 

Complete your gift with one or other of the patterns below with matching motifs, and you will have a complete set
for decorating Baby's room.

 

A cross stitch pattern by Perrette Samouiloff.

>> see more patterns for babies and toddlers by Perrette Samouiloff
 

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Savannah Baby Animals - Baby Items customized with Name

Chart size in stitches:

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/perrette-samouiloff-savannah-baby-animals-baby-items-customized-with-name-cross-stitch-xml-296_299-4129.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/perrette-samouiloff-baby-toddler-xsl-296_299_301.html


- for 2 baby elephants (with name): 35 x 120-160 (wide x high);

- for 2 baby lions (with name): 26 x 100-140 (wide x high);

- for parakeets (with initials): 75 x 26 (wide x high);

- for monkey (with initials): 98 x 29 (wide x high)

Needlework fabric: 14 ct Aida or 28 ct linen, white or natural

Stitches: cross stitch, backstitch

Chart: color & BW

Threads: DMC

Number of colors: 20

Supplies: Ready-to-stitch Bathroom towels or Aida band on regular towel

Themes: elephant, parakeet, parrot, lion, cub, monkey

 

>> see all patterns with Bathroom towels to stitch (all designers)

 

>> see all patterns for babies and toddlers (all designers)

>> see all patterns with savannah animals (all designers)
 

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Link to the product

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/cross-stitching-bathroom-towels-xsl-260_438.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/babies-toddlers-xsl-208_209.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/savannah-jungle-animals-cross-stitch-pattern-xsl-207_594.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/perrette-samouiloff-savannah-baby-animals-baby-items-customized-with-name-cross-stitch-xml-296_299-4129.html

